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Ryan LePlante 
Fashion Design, (BFA) 

Ryan LePlante was raised in a household 

that encouraged imagination, creativity, 

and self-growth. His dad raised a geek; 

his mom raised an artist. At a young age, 

Ryan took to writing and after many 

failed attempts to keep a story running, 

he noticed that he cared more about 

what the characters were wearing than 

the plot of the story. Watching Star Wars

with his dad provided a glorious display of 

cinematic costume. Ryan performed in 

plays as a child and grew close to the 

costume designers. When Ryan was in 

high school, he strived to transform the bland uniforms into more fashionable attire. By his senior year, 

he was so engorged with the fashion industry that there was no other choice tnan to make it his life's 

study. Ryan's dream job is less of a job and more of a life aspiration: to make it on the cover of GO, to 

be the first transgender designer in the high fashion world, and to create a genderless space. Ideally, 

this would all come connected by creating his own fashion house based in San Diego. His goal is to 

make it in the fashion world without ever moving to Los Angeles! Given Ryan's geek background, it is 

difficult for him to come up with fashion ideas that are not rooted in outer space, the future, or fantasy 

worlds. Ryan was inspired by the idea of a futuristic dandy: the upper crust on another planet, galaxies 

away, and how they would go about preserving our "ancient" ways of dress while pressing forward with 

new trends. To be inspired, Ryan will either sit on his couch and gorge in a movie or lV show marathon, 

or go out and just exist in the world. Exploring malls and going people watching gives him indication of 

current trends and what sort of "character" he wishes to design for. Then, he sketches. Ryan dresses his 

characters and decides personalities, much like a writer. Next he goes fabric shopping and shops by 

touch. Ryan's looks are always comfortable and tactile. The theme for this show, "Transformation," 

connects not only to Ryan's collection, but also how he has entered his post graduate life. Just having 

graduated, Ryan entered the fashion industry and procured his "adult" life within only a few months. 

Ryan came out as transgender in March and has begun his long transition into manhood. After this 

show, Ryan is showcasing in Fashion Week San Diego in October. He is transforming his life into 

something he has desired for over 15 years: his dream career, his place in the fashion spotlight, his 

gender, and just finally being happy with where he is in life. Ryan uses fashion as a way to express this 

journey. 
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